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SUMMARY 

This paper presents specific initiatives in ADS-B and CDM where a number of 
States/ANSPs and their stakeholders are working together to transform ATM operations 
in the Asia Pacific region. In driving our vision for a seamless sky such successes among 
neighbours can be replicated across the entire region provided there is proactive 
collaboration in the planning and execution of cross-border projects. A plan, however 
elaborate, is only as good as its implementation, hence a strong focus on deliverables is 
essential to translate strategy into action .  

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 As reported in APSAPG/1, CANSO has been working closely with several ANSPs on 
ADS-B and CDM implementation. Both ADS-B and CDM are modules of the ICAO Aviation System 
Block Upgrades (ASBU) with good prospects for near term implementation in the region. 

1.2 The ADS-B initiative had initially focused on two major airways in South China Sea 
with plans to expand it to include other trunk routes in the eastern part of the South China Sea and the 
Bay of Bengal. The objective was to plug the radar surveillance gaps through ADS-B data sharing on 
some of the major traffic flows from SE to NE Asia and from Australasia to Europe. 

1.3 Last year CANSO commenced a pilot CDM project for city pairs starting with the 
Bangkok-Singapore city pair. The project which involved three ANSPs, two airlines and two airports 
aim to demonstrate the benefits achievable through CDM with the possibility of extensions to other 
city pairs in the region. 

1.4  This paper updates the meeting on the progress that has been achieved under these two 
initiatives since then. 

2. DISCUSSION 
 

ADS-B Bay of Bengal 

2.1 With the support of the ICAO ADS-B Study and Implementation Task Force Meeting in 
Jeju in April this year, CANSO has initiated a series of ADS-B Focus Group meetings among the 
parties concerned to draw up concrete action plans for ADS-B collaboration over the Bay of Bengal 
and in the 2nd phase of the South China Sea project. 
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2.2 The first meeting involving India, Myanmar, CAAS, CANSO and IATA was held in 
Singapore on 3-4 July 2012. At this meeting, India and Myanmar agreed in-principle to share ADS-B 
data and VHF facilities from the following sites (See Appendix 1). India expects its ADS-B stations 
to be installed by October 2012 while Myanmar is planning to install the ADS-B stations by the first 
half of 2013. 

ADS-B sites in Myanmar: 

(i) Sittwe 

(ii) Coco Island 

ADS-B sites in India:  

(i) Agartala 

(ii) Port Blair 
 
2.3 The sharing of ADS-B data and VHF communications from these stations would provide 
end to end surveillance between Calcutta and Myeik thus enabling reduced separation on a number of 
airways viz. P646, L507, N985 and M770.  It would also enhance safety and capacity on several 
crossing routes involving P762 and N887, L510, P628, L759 and M770. 

2.4  India and Myanmar intend to discuss the ADS-B data sharing agreement at a second 
meeting to be hosted by CANSO in September 2012. The aim is to sign the agreement and issue an 
NOTAM/AIC for an ADS-B mandate by 1H2013 for effective implementation in 1H2015. 

ADS-B South China Sea 

2.5 The initial phase of ADS-B data sharing over the South China Sea involving the sharing 
of ADS-B data and VHF communications among Indonesia, Singapore and Vietnam has shown good 
progress with the completion of several major milestones. By end 2013, ADS-B would be mandated 
for all flights at and above FL290 on L642 and M771 (See Appendix 2). 

2.6 On 17 July 2012 at a meeting hosted by CANSO involving the Philippines and 
Singapore, there was in-principle agreement to install an ADS-B station at Quezon-Palawan. Together 
with an ADS-B station in Brunei, there would be end-to-end surveillance on the trunk routes N884 
and M767. (See Appendix 3). A separate meeting with Brunei is being planned. 

2.7 Both sides have agreed to meet by September 2012 to discuss the ADS-B data sharing 
agreement with the aim of having it signed by 1Q2013. There was also agreement to issue a 
NOTAM/AIC for ADS-B mandate in 1Q2013 to be effective in 1H2015.  

2.8 The ADS-B initiatives over the South China Sea and the Bay of Bengal are good 
examples of what can be achieved in the region if we work together. By harmonising national plans 
and working together across sub-regions we can maximise benefits for the region as a whole.  

Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) 

2.9 At APSAPG/1, CANSO informed the meeting about a Collaborative Decision Making 
(CDM) initiative that CANSO is working on that would involve ANSPs, airports and airlines for 
specific city pairs (See concept at Appendix 4). The aim is to achieve greater predictability and better 
on-time performance for the airlines and reduced congestion at the airports. This means better use of 
resources for airports, airlines and ANSPs and savings in fuel consumption and carbon emissions for 
the flights operating on each city pair. 
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2.10 A pilot CDM project was launched in June last year for the Bangkok-Singapore city pair. 
The project team co-chaired by AEROTHAI and CAAS comprises representatives from AEROTHAI 
and CAAS as well as the intermediate ANSP DCA Malaysia, Suvarnabhumi Airport, Changi Airport, 
Thai Airways and Singapore Airlines. The project is facilitated by the CANSO Operations Standing 
Committee.  

2.11 Over the last twelve months the project team had met 4 times to build the model and 
design the interfaces and methods for information exchanges between all parties. The work would 
culminate in a live trial of two daily return flights between Bangkok and Singapore over a period of 
one week in late July 2012. A meeting to review the test results is scheduled for end August 12 in 
Hong Kong and IATA, ACI and CAD Hong Kong have been invited to attend the meeting. From the 
data collected the project team hopes to demonstrate a clear benefit for CDM. There are already plans 
to expand the project to include flights from other city pairs. 

Conclusion 

2.12 The on-going ADS-B and CDM projects cited above are concrete examples of what can 
be gained in the area of seamless ATM operations through close regional collaboration and by taking 
timely actions to deliver the desired outcomes. By focusing on major traffic flows and busy city pairs 
and making use of available technology much can already be achieved in the near term. These 
examples of actual work in progress illustrate the need for timely action and reinforce the point that 
ultimately a plan is only as good as its implementation. 

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 
 
3.1 The meeting is invited to:  

a) note the updates on the ADS-B and CDM initiatives as examples of seamless ATM 
implementation in the region; 

b) note the need to translate the region’s seamless ATM vision and strategy into 
actionable implementation plans 

c) encourage proactive collaboration among States and industry partners as basis for 
seamless ATM; 

d) discuss any relevant matters as appropriate 

 
…………………… 
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Appendix 1: ADS-B Collaboration over the Bay of Bengal     
. 

 
 
Implementation milestones 

Milestone / Issues India Myanmar 

Agree in principle to share data from sites Agreed during SEA/BOB 
ADS-B WG/7 

Agreed during SEA/BOB 
ADS-B WG/7 

Nominated sites Agartala & Port Blair Sittwe & Coco Island 

Objectives 

• Reduce separation through enhanced surveillance / 
communication coverage 

• Enhance safety and capacity over crossing routes 
• Back-up surveillance / communication coverage 
• Enhancement of surveillance coverage at lower 

altitude 

Benefits • End-to-end coverage on M770 and other trunk 
routes (refer to chart).  

Date to sign data sharing agreement 1H 2013 1H 2013 

Date to issue NOTAM/AIC for ADS-B mandate Publish in 1H 2013  
Effective from 1H 2015 

Publish in 1H 2013  
Effective from 1H 2015 

Date to sign operational Letter of Agreement 2H 2013 2H 2013 
Date to test inter-FIR VSAT link 1H 2014 1H 2014 
Date to commission VSAT link 1H 2014 1H 2014 
Date to commission ADS-B ground stations 2H 2012 1H 2013 

Date to commence testing of ADS-B data from 
other FIR 1H 2014 1H 2014 

Date to complete installation of VHF radio for 
the other party 1H 2014 1H 2014 

Date to commence testing of VHF radio 2H 2014 2H 2014 

Date to commence testing of VHF by the other 
party 2H 2014 2H 2014 

Date to commission ADS-B & VHF service 2H 2014 2H 2014 
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Appendix 2: ADS-B Collaboration over the South China Sea - Phase 1   

 
 
Implementation milestones 
Item  Description  Status  Target 

Completion 

A  Installation of ADS‐B ground stations and links 

  i) Natuna and Matak  Completed   

  ii) Singapore  Completed   

  iii) Con Son  On‐Going  2H2012 

B  Installation of VHF station and links 

  i) Natuna   Completed   

  ii) Matak  On‐Going  2H2012 

  iii) Conson  On‐Going  2H2012 

C  Signing of ADS‐B data and VHF radio facility sharing agreement 

  i) Between Indonesia and Singapore  Completed   

  ii) Between Vietnam and Singapore  Completed   

D  Signing of ATS Operational LOA between Ho Chi 
Minh and Singapore ACCs    2H2012 

E  Issue AIC on aircraft equipage mandate  Completed   

F  Technical Monitoring of ADS‐B     2H2012 

G  Operational   2H2013 
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Appendix 3: ADS-B Collaboration over the South China Sea - Phase 2   
 

 
Implementation milestones 

Milestone / Issues The Philippines Singapore 
Agree in-principle to share data from the 
Quezon-Palawan site 17 July 2012 17 July 2012 

Objectives 

• Reduce separation through enhanced surveillance / 
communication coverage 

• Enhance safety and capacity over crossing routes 
• Back-up surveillance / communication coverage 
• Enhancement of surveillance coverage at lower 

altitude 

Benefits 
• End-to-end coverage on N884 and M767 
• Surveillance on crossing routes between Indonesia 

and Hong Kong, through Manila FIR  
Date to sign data sharing agreement Q1 2013 Q1 2013 

Date to issue NOTAM/AIC for ADS-B mandate TBD Issue: Q1 2013 
Effective: H1 2015  

Date to sign operational Letter of Agreement H1 2014 H1 2014 
Date to test inter-FIR VSAT link H2 2014 H2 2014 
Date to commission VSAT link H2 2014 H2 2014 
Date to commission ADS-B ground station H2 2014 H2 2014 

Date to commence testing of ADS-B data from 
other FIR H2 2014 H2 2014 

Date to complete installation of VHF radio for 
Singapore H2 2014 H2 2014 

Date to commence testing of VHF radio H2 2014 H2 2014 

Date to commence testing of VHF by CAAS H2 2014 H2 2014 

Date to commission ADS-B & VHF service H2 2014 H2 2014 
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Appendix 4: Concept CDM System       
            
          

 
 
 
 

 


